














Therefore, in this study. the firm-specific resources and ownership structures 

of two types of firms --joint venture and fully Thai owned firms are linked together 

by the resources-based view approach. The firm-specific resource factors are a 

mediator variable that intervenes a relationship between ownership structures and 

firm performance. 

If there is a significant correlation between ownership structures and firm 

performance and, furthermore. if there is a significant correlation between firm- 

specific resources and firm performance and a nonsignificant correlation between 

ownership structures and firm performance, the firm-specific resource factors are the 

mediator \.ariable between ow\.nership structures and firm performance. In other 

words. firm-specific resource factors are affected by ownership structures and then 

exert its influence on the firm performance. Firm-Specific Resources mediates the 

relationship between ownership structures and firm performance. 

Hvpotheses 

The hypotheses in this regard can be stated in a simple way as follows: Other 
things being equal, 

H,: There is no difference in objective performance between joint venture and fully 
Thai owned firms due to the presence of management resource factors. 

Hz: There is no difference in subjective performance between joint venture and fully 
Thai owned firms due to the presence of management resource factors. 

H,: There is no difference in export performance between joint venture and fi~lly 
Thai owned firms due to the presence of management resource factors. 

H,: There is no difference in objective performance between joint venture and fully 
Thai o\vned firms due to the presence of marketing resource factors. 

H,: There is no difference in subjective performance between joint venture and fully 
Thai owned firms due to the presence of marketing resource factors. 

H,: There is no difference in export performance between joint venture and fully 
Thai obned firms due to the presence of marketing resource factors. 

H,: There is no difference in objective performance between joint venture and fully 
Thai owned firms due to the presence of technological resource factors 
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